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If however we substitute |, 07, f /or £7*6 terms in any column of the same deter-minantal equation, we have the equation of the plane to which the two resultant forces are parallel whatever be their points of application.
The first of these theorems follows at once from the values of a^, &c. given in Art. 73. The second is easily proved by substituting in
F,     £
17
= 0
the terms of the first and second columns the values of Xx
&Q. given in Art. 74, and in the third column £, 97, £   After
an obvious reduction and division "byfg'-f'g, the equation
reduces to the form shown in the margin, which is the plane required.   There is no
exceptional case when the divisor vanishes, for the equation to the plane then takes
the form 0=0.
77.    We have hitherto assumed that XQ1Y0, ZQ are all finite.   The case in which any one or any two are zero may be treated as a limiting case and the corresponding conditions may be derived from those obtained when X0 ,YQtZQ have finite but general values.   As long as the conditions thus obtained are not nugatory they will be the conditions required.   If however the principal force JR is zero, the three components XQt T0, Z0 vanish for all axes and the reasoning in Art. 73 fails from the beginning.
The equations of Art. 74 supply a method of arriving at the conditions that the given forces can be reduced to two forces without making any assumption about the principal force. The body being in any position, let the components of the two forces be, as before (F, G, H), (Fr, G', H'), and let their points of application be (/» 9i h), (/', g', hr). The required conditions may then be deduced from the twelve equations given in Art. 74. It is evident by simple inspection that the four determinants! equations given in Art. 73 are satisfied.
If the principal force is zero and the system can be reduced to two forces, those two forces must be equal and opposite, i.e. they must form a couple. Let ± JF1, ±G, i-ET be the resolved parts of the forces of this couple, (/, g, h) (/', </', h') the coordinates of the extremities of its astatic arm. Then equating the nine finite elements of the system to those of the couple we have
'),      Yl=G(g'-g),     Y*= G (hf - h) 0,     Zy = H(g'-g),     Zs=H(h'-h). The necessary and sufficient conditions that the system should be equivalent to two forces are therefore that (Xxt Yx, Zx), (Xy, Yv, Zy), (X,, Ys, Zt), should be each proportional to the direction cosines of one straight line.    This straight line is parallel to the forces of the couple.
78.   Ex. 1.   Show that any force P acting at a point A may be replaced by forces P15 P2 acting parallel to F at any two points M19 M2 such that AM^I^ is a straight line.    Show also that these forces are
p     AM2       aM p =JT      AMl
Ex. 2. Two given forces Plt P2, acting at the points Mlt M2, are changed into two forces Qlt Q2 which are at right angles to each other, and act at two other points Nlt N2 in the straight line M^. If yl9 y2 are the distances of ^, N2 from the central point of the forces P1? P2, prove that R*yly2 = - (PjPoD sin#)2 where jR2 = p12 + p22 + 2P1P2cos 0, D is the distance M^ and 0 is the inclination of the forces P! , P2 to each other. It follows that the product y$2 is the same for all equivalent rectangular forces.
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